GUYANA
Time is like a river
30 POEMS
By Dmitri Allicock

FAREWELL RIVER
Time is a sort of river of passing events they say
No sooner is a thing brought to sight is swept away
And another will come on the tide to take its place
Again to be washed away with time that has no face

A river flowing with memories like grains of sands
From the shallows to the deep from where I stand
And for a precious moment as it runs on through
I think of time and my ancestors that I never knew
An eternal river that winds its way between the hills
Meandering within my inside and momentarily still
I look for the traces of life and the changing signs
Of this Demerara waters and communities lifelines
A quiet river now but once bustled in Guyana’s youth
Upon its tides history moved down river to find truth
Leaving the melancholy embraces to eternally yearn
And forest to overhang black water and freely return.

RIPE CORIOS
Big and ripe corios I can see
Up in the head of a plimpler tree
Big and ripe corios I love so much
Way up the tree with a prickly touch
Oh! How I wish for a corio treat
Those thick-cheesy slices to eat
I tried to pelt where the birds fly
Got a stick but corios were too high
Riotous squawks just then I heard
Landing in the tree a flock of birds
Macaws arriving to share the prize
Allowing corios to fall before my eyes.

TEA- WATER RIVER
Black is the water
Most have said
But how about tea- color instead
From the tannin it is made
Colored by falling leaves in the shade
You look and want more
But my view is obscure
And I often wonder what exist on the floor
In the shallow, fishes feed
Water can be treacherous so take heed
And if this is indeed tea
Well, it is tea with honey for me
And from my lips
I would sip
A cup of tea- water any day
Watching the sweet- water river on its way.

KISSES FOR TWO KISSKADEES
Sing kisskadees wild and free
Sing your joyful song for me
Sing for the sunshine, sing with glee
Sing for the breeze, sing from a tree
Sing with your boisterous voice
Sing that song of rejoice
Sing! Sing! My dear birds if you might
And I will blow you a kiss in the sunlight.

WATCH OVER MY DREAMS
Children of the morn, noon and night
Children of Guyana blessed by the light
Children of afar from that twinkling star
Beautiful gifts from the heavens they are
Children of the Land of El Dorado
Give them love and watch them grow
Children of that Land of Many Waters
Precious are its sons and daughters
Children of dreams and majestic rainbow
Teach them well and let them know
Children of river-shore and peaceful tide
Sing a song of praise and be their guide
Children of the dearest and the best
A sacred land where our ancestors rest
Sweet children of the shining sun
Raise them well before you are done.

THE THRILL OF THE CATCH
Deep within the lush of a stream
Lies that fishing hole of a dream
The water runs soft, almost still
And hush of the shore is the thrill
Trees overhang where fishes leap
Feeding in sweet water not so deep
So there I am, where all is green
Thoughts of life are pure and clean
I found it wasn’t the fish I am after
But a moment of peace and laughter
A place to listen to the songbirds
A time to be free to hear nature's words
Though there is the joy in a swishing line
This precious moment of time is really mine

I reached within my soul on this river shore
And know that someday I’ll be back for more.

GOLDEN APPLES(Spondias Dulcis)
Golden apple a mango- pineapple flavor
Golden flesh of sweet and sour to savor
Golden like memories I carry wherever I go.
Golden like the treasures of dear El Dorado.

FEELING THE CREEK
In the Land where many waters flow
The feel of the water is good to know
That refreshing touch in the shallow
And keeping cool as you wallow
I love the feel of water, soft but yet strong
Overcoming the hardest rock as it runs along.

BUSH TRAIL
A bush trail with such beauty to see
The songbirds on a branch of a tree
Walking along the trail wild and free
The bush that hides secrets from me
A ceaseless exploration of life the key
The trail of self-discovery, I will agree.

MY PAPER BOAT
I watched my paper boat in a stream
Floating like my childhood dreams
Passing butterflies and giant toads
Sailing softly on this watery road
I see my paper boat caressing a fern
Floating sweetly as it make that turn
Gliding forever into the unknown
Sailing beyond where time has flown.

INSIDE THE SHELL
Within the cocoa shell
A pulpy sweetness dwell
The sugar and spice
That makes all things nice
A precursor to chocolate sweet
And was my childhood treat.

NO MONKEY BUSINESS
Indulge yourself with happy days
Look for the brighter side of the rays
Open your heart and let sweetness flow
Let peace be with you wherever you go
Look around for your blessings so grand
Enjoy the sights & sounds from where you stand.

A CIRCLE OF NO END
Left alone on a Buxton country road
A house of spiders and critters abode
Like all of us, everything has its time
And also will depleted in the sunshine
All the rivers on earth flows to the sea
And the blue oceans is full of circuitry
They gave us the clouds and the rain
And completing the cycle once again
A house, like our body will become dust
But its man’s offspring he leaves for us
To live with love and behold a life of hope
A circle of no beginning or end is the scope.

MARKET DAY
Farm fresh and tasty no doubt
I couldn’t enjoy a meal without
Cucumbers, young bora that snaps
Pak choi, curry boulanger perhaps
Sweet oranges, pineapples indeed
Carrots, eddoes, onions to feed
Much more available on market day
And don’t forget to stop along the way.

THE STREAM WHERE THEY PASS
A mountain stream shimmers like glass
Under rain-clouds they too must pass
Pure water flows from the mountain
Overflowing pathways like a fountain
In the lush foothills, peace has a voice
Warbling songsters of the trees rejoice
The sun is still bright but not for long
Soon the rumble of thunder is the song
The coming rains will refresh to the land
Making the Rupununi Savannah so grand
And the heavy rain pours down at last
Filling the mountain stream where they pass.

A SLICE TO REMEMBER
Lost somewhere in my childhood mist
I remember plait bread with that twist
The amazing smell of home- baked bread
A box oven and the charcoals glowing red
The fresh- fragrant slices so warm and soft
“Cow & girl butter” of love and dreams aloft
Freshly baked homemade bread ready to eat
Now only a memory but was my favorite treat.

FRIED YELLOW PLANTAIN
I have a dry coconut from my tree
Maybe I will make some metamgee
Or perhaps a Blackeye cook- up rice
Bun- bun at the bottom surely be nice
A mouthwatering cuisine of home to eat
With some fried yellow plantain so sweet.

OFF TO THE HUNT
Give me my arrow, give me my bow
Off to the hunt I shall go
With light of day upon my face
Freedom to hunt, freedom to chase
The bush is full of wild meat
Labba or wild pig pepperpot so sweet
I pray something good I shall find
Off to the trail in the Guyana’s shine.

RIVER OF NO RETURN
Essequibo’s riverbed of rocks and stones
Massive boulders that cannot be thrown
The river runs forever without one word
A matchless view understood by the birds
The rocks are words and some are theirs
Eroded by water and sediments they share
Meandering and seeming aimlessly it flows
Tumbling on its way to the ocean it knows
A million years of where the river has been
The secrets within the rocks are the scene
Wild River running strong with commotion
And foaming in the sunshine to join the ocean.

LOOK UP HIGH
Look above at the lovely gifts
Sweet juicy Malacca for my lips
Look above, high in the sky
To the wondrous beauty in the sky
Look above where the songbirds sing
Look up high at the sweetness life brings.

OLD HOUSE THAT SPEAK
There’s an old house which time forgot
Left in the Guyana’s sun to rot
A dear old house that still twinkles
With a touch of wallaba hardwood shingles
A house that can speak
Of a different age with every creak
Echoes of lost children playing in the yard
Now quiet with whispers of ghosts on guard
The front door slightly open as if to greet
But absence the sounds of walking feet
A porch that overlooks an old mango tree
And a place to feel the countryside breeze

A greenheart wooden house of the 1800s track
That you cannot pass without looking back
A lovely house made of walls and dreams
Standing silently in the sunlit beams.

SIP OF NECTAR
This busy bee showed no fear
Hovering by my flowers near
From flower to flower he skipped
For that enticing nectar sip
Moving to each flower to feed
I took a picture for you to see
My joyous morning with a lovely bee.

ABOUT THIS BIG
I saw a deer about this size
And would have been a good prize
I saw signs of the dig
It must have been about this big wild pig
I saw a young jaguar this large
He looked but didn’t charge
And up in the sky, I saw a harpy eagle fly
About this big and that’s no lie.

O WHERE ARE YOU GOING?
O where are you going in the morning light?
The Mighty Corentyne is such a sight
And what can be is your quest?
My dear friend paddling without rest
I feel that is some ways we are connected
By the courage to leave the shore unprotected
But whatever can be your reason
I wish you safely and peace for all seasons.

FEEL THE WIND
To see the wind you cannot show
But its touch you should know
The leaves on the trees in their sway
Tells me that it is a lovely day
Its power, its beauty and its grace
Blowing gently across my face
A refreshing feeling in the shine
Like the flutter of this clothesline.

WATCH YOUR STEPS
Watch carefully along your way
Your path has a bridge in decay
A correct choice is today’s tune
Or get prepared for some misfortune.

LONELY SHEPARD
Have you ever been alone
in the wilderness all alone?
From the time of your birth
For just a moment on this earth?
Just you and the trees
A creek and the breeze
This solitude I have been
And such thoughts I have seen
A path that most have not taken
Their inner souls yet to be awaken

Just you without companion or phone
Your heart, ears and eyes, the same tone
Alone in the world of listening green
Deep in the heart of what life really means.

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS
Within the luscious tuft of the grass
These children played where I pass
I watched them under the blue sky
Romping and smiling sweet as they lie
How pure is the pleasure of innocent love
Priceless blessings from the heaven above
Little people of the future is a lovely sight
Screaming and laughing with such delight
Like a bird that sings because it has a song
Like the oxygen in the air, they frolic along
Our best moments was splendor in the grass
The echoes of a precious time where we pass.

BETWEEN HELLO & GOODBYE
Life comes and goes in a wink of and eye
The story of our hellos and our goodbyes
Like a wave that washes the river shore
Our time fizzling in an hourglass for sure
For a brief moment life is forever it seems
Our yesterdays and our tomorrow a dream
The relenting sounds of that tick then tock
Countdown of our time by the eternal clock
Our realities that you are blessed with today
To live to the fullest before it too fades away.

BEND OF THE RIVER
I listened from the shores in the shade
To all the sounds that the forest made
The rhythm of Guyana speaking words
The echoes of life, the river and the birds
The land, where the waters ran through
The blessings, the ways that I once knew
The stories of the gently Demerara tides
Where my roots and heart- strings are tied
Water cresting and ripples kissing the shore
Ebbing and slowly flowing with folklore
Swirling inside, things that give us worth
Calm and serene, the dear land of my birth
Anointed for life, from the heavens above
To rise high, to cherish and to always love.
THE END.

